Looking for wedding stationery that is a bit different from the usual?
We can design and print from scratch bespoke wedding stationery that will be
unique to YOU, created according to your instructions. We print, for the most
part ‘in-house’ therefore minimising delays in production. This can be digital or
litho printed with stunning foil print for added effect or completely foil printed if
you require it. Generally Gold or Silver foil is the obvious choice, but there is a a
choice of other metallic foils suitable for use on wedding stationery.

Invitations
Evening Invitations
Order of Service
Thank You Cards
Save the Date Cards
RSVP Cards
Cake Boxes
Favor Boxes
Serviettes etc.

For any design work please allow enough time for this to be created an approved, prior to
printing. Ideally around 2 weeks for simple, basic design and up to 6 weeks for more
complicated work.

ALL ARTWORK CREATED FROM CUSTOMERS INSTRUCTIONS MUST BE
PAID FOR IN ADVANCE, PRIOR TO ANY PRINTING DONE. THIS APPLIES
WHETHER THE ARTWORK IS USED OR NOT.

We can use a variety of boards including Conqueror, Colorplan or indeed any
already mentioned on the website. Inserts can either be ink printed or foil printed
according to your wishes.

NAPKINS / SERVIETTES
Printed serviettes can add a nice final touch to your special event. We can also supply
foil printed serviettes
in 2 sizes, small or large, 2-ply in a variety of colours, many typical for a wedding, such as
white, pink and peach but also more bolder colours for other functions
and celebrations. They can be foil printed generally in the corners with names, date and
logo/image, if required. Whereas the larger serviette is traditionally used for dinners, the
smaller serviette is useful for wrapping a piece of cake in. We have a number of 'in-house'
typical wedding blocks which can be used to decorate serviettes.

